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Seismic Shifts



Agenda • Crises • State of play • Seismic shifts • Paradox • New Zealand will… • …twirl the world



Global crises…New Zealand’s opportunities



© 2010, Rod Oram / Email. [email protected] / Phone. +64 21 444 839



1. People • The world’s human population will quadruple in my lifetime • …to 10bn people in 2050



2. Planet • But resources won’t quadruple • All water: 1,390 km diameter (All fresh surface water: 62 km) • All air: 1,999 km across; Source: Dr Adam p www.adamnieman.co.uk
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3. Resources



4. Energy



“The world will no longer be divided by the ideologies of ‘left’ and ‘right’, but by those who accept ecological limits and those who don’t” Wolfgang Sachs, Wuppertal Institute



5. Food and water



• Era of cheap carbon energy is over • High prices needed to ensure supply keeps up with growing demand • Cost of finding and extracting a new barrel of oil has doubled since 2000



6. Climate change • 50% increase in world food production by 2030…100% by 2050, UN says



• “The underlying problem is the decline in agricultural productivity.” • Lennart Bage, head of the UN’s International Fund for Agricultural Development • “Unless we reverse that, we’ll be back in the same situation in a few years time.” • Thus, the world needs to: • Ramp-up science • Invest in farming • Liberalise trade



• “The problem of climate change is almost perfectly designed to test the limits of any modern society’s capacity for response” • Daniel Abbasi, former Director, Yale School of Forestry & Environmental Studies • “One might even call it the ‘perfect problem’ for its uniquely daunting confluence of forces” • • • • • •



Forces: Issues seen as remote in time and place Issues inherently complex Problems politicised and obscured by cultural filters Incentives and motivations block collective action …these thwart changes in attitudes and behaviour
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Agenda • Crises • State of play • Seismic shifts • Paradox • New Zealand will… • …twirl the world



State of play…



Universe ‘n’ us



“They go on in strange paradox, decided only to be undecided, resolved to be irresolute, adamant for drift, solid for fluidity, all-powerful to be impotent…



• One man’s view: • Mikhail Zlatkovsky, Russian political cartoonist



“Owing to past neglect, in the face of the plainest warnings, we have entered upon a period of danger. “The era of procrastination, of half measures, of soothing and baffling expedience of delays, is coming to its close. “In its place we are entering a period of consequences…. “We cannot avoid this period, we are in it now…” • Winston Churchill, November 12, 1936
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Agenda • Crises • State of play



Power shifting • As global business leaders see it • McKinsey’s global CEO survey last year



• Seismic shifts • Paradox • New Zealand will… • …twirl the world



Winners & losers



Emerging economies lead the recovery



• Emerging economies suffered less • …recovering, adapting faster • Developed economies hit hard • …recovering, adapting slowly • Goodbye, G8…hello, G 20 • Profound shift of power
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New middle class



New middle class



• Old definition: • Per capita income of eg US$4,000 per year • Or between 75% and 125% of median income • New definition: • People for whom 1/3 or more of their spending is discretionary • Earning between US$2 and US$13 a day • New study by Martin Ravallion, World Bank • Global: • 1990 - 1.4bn people …. 2005 - 2.6bn people



• “People who are not resigned to a life of poverty, who are prepared to make sacrifices to create a better life for themselves.” •



Eduardo Giannetti da Fonseca, Brazilian economist



• People who are ambitious… and are doing something about it • China: • 1990 - 147m people … 2005 - 806m people



• Global recession will slow their progress… • …but it will revive • But understanding their needs, selling to them… • …and satisfying them • …requires very different business models from the traditional ones



Multiple crises



How business see the crises



• “One of the characteristics of the current environment is that we’re dealing with multiple crises,” Léo Apotheker co-CEO, SAP



• Short-term confidence plummeted



“We have an economic downturn… But we also have an environmental crisis of significant proportions. Global warming has made its effects felt and is no longer something to be disputed. We also have an energy crisis. And we have a scarcity of resource problem. There are 7bn human beings on the planet and we need to feed them.”
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…but business still focused on long-term • …e.g. business response to climate change



“There is no alternative to sustainable development. “Our research shows that sustainability is a mother lode of organisational and technological innovations that yield both bottom-line and top-line returns. “Becoming environmentally-friendly lowers costs because companies end up reducing the inputs they use. “In addition, the process generates additional revenues from better products or enables companies to create new businesses. “In fact, because those are the goals of corporate innovation, we find that smart companies now treat sustainability as innovation’s new frontier.”



Good business



A better future



• “It’s no longer a zero-sum game -things that are good for the environment are also good for business.



• Wang Chuan-Fu • BYD • “Build Your Dreams” • Battery maker • Began 1995 • 2002 in world top four • 100% recyclable



Not because it is trendy or moral, but because it will accelerate growth” • Jeff Immelt, Chairman and CEO, General Electric • Double R&D spend on cleaner technologies to US$1.5bn annually by 2010 • Double revenues from products & services with significant, measurable environmental performance gains to US$20bn in 2010 • e.g. renewable sources of energy such as wind and solar



• 2003 begins car-making • Detroit motor show 2009 • BYD plug-in electric car • Warren Buffett bought a 10% stake for US$230m



• Reduce GE’s greenhouse gas emissions & improve its energy efficiency: • •



Cut GHG emissions 30% by 2008 vs. 2004 Without action, they would rise 40% by 2012
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Re-conceiving…business



From weathering…to delivering



• “A new economic order is rising from the ashes” • …says John Elkington and colleagues at Volans



5-stage ‘Pathways to scale’
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Re-conceiving…footprints • Positive footprints • …the insight of Michael Braungart • www.braungart.com • If we change our technology so our resource use benefits the ecosystem • Then the more we consume… …the richer the environment • Waste = food



Re-conceiving…biomimicry • Imitating nature • …the technology discipline pioneered by Janine Benyus • www.biomimicry.net • Fans, propellers like nautilus shells • Wire ropes as strong as spider webs… • …made in cold biochemical processes



• Four positive footprints: • Fabric of Airbus aircraft seats becomes compost for growing food • Formway’s bio-plastic chair • Carbon positive farming • Ants vs. Humans • Positive role in ecosystem vs.negative…how do we make it positive?



Biomimicry in New Zealand



Response - social



• Synthetic chlorophyll… • …dyes devised at Massey by Wayne Campbell and colleagues



• The global response to these inter-linked crises is failing… • …it’s too hard politically



• • • •



‘Green’ solar cells Very low energy to make cf silicon solar cells Far more versatile… E.g. generate power in diffuse, cloudy light



• Potential to be an abundant, natural… boundless source of energy • E.g. incorporated into windows and roofing materials



• So, paradoxically, the local response becomes ever-more important… • To: • • • •



Make change happen Give people hope and encouragement Push national governments into the right policies Bring countries together in international agreements



• Each person, family, community, region, country can… • Work on positive actions right for them • Plug into global knowledge and help • Countless small, local actions aggregate up into a big global response
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Communities…evolving fast



Community is powerful



• From physical connection……………..to virtual connection • From well-honed conventions….to fast-evolving behaviour • From shared values……………………..to shared interests • From proximity………………………….to “remote intimacy” • From a few people………………….……….……….to many



Blessed Unrest by Paul Hawken Chronicling the rise of people power “What the Apollo missions did for Earth, allowing us to see her for the first time entire, Paul Hawken is doing for us with this nameless, century-shaping movement of ours.



• From self-help……………………..……….to collective help • From local standards…………….….….to global standards



It's way bigger than we imagined. And way more powerful.”



• From local prospects……………..……..to global prospects •



John Elkington Executive Director of SustainAbility



www.350.org



We can do it “What a great time to be born. What a great time to be alive. Because this generation gets to completely change the world.” Paul Hawken
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www.transitiontowns.org



…where transition towns started… • Totnes, in the UK…www.transitionnetwork.org



NZ’s transition towns



NZ activism



• www.transitiontowns.org.nz



• 198,418 people (5%% of entire NZ population) have signed on so far to Greenpeace campaign for a 40% cut in NZ greenhouse gases by 2020
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Seismic shifts…our new playing field



…our new playing field



• Rebalancing • From extreme deficit and surplus nations to balanced economies • NZ: borrow, spend less; invest, earn more



• Relationships: from transactions to partnerships • …particularly highly strategic ones



• Geo-political: from developed to developing countries • NZ: deepen (and improve) relationships in Asia • Demand: from consumer goods to capital goods • NZ: capital goods are not a strength… • …more to life than just commodities and consumer goods • Customer expectations: from accepting to demanding • Finding new ways to find, listen and engage with them • Eg social networking and other world-changing way



Agenda



• Innovation: from incremental to radical • To meet new needs…in new ways • Open innovation and other forms of collaboration • New opportunities for our companies to partner with global ones • Sustainability: from fringe to mainstream • Measuring and managing environmental flows through our businesses • Push down the road to true sustainability • Management: from tactical to strategic • Need to collect, interpret and act on real-time data • Everything we do today is a piece of our big picture



Paradox



• Crises • State of play • Seismic shifts • Paradox • New Zealand will… • …twirl the world



Abundance



Scarcity
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Paradox



Mining



Re-invention



Green



Scarcity



Abundance



Agenda



Re-invention



• Crises • State of play • Seismic shifts • Paradox



Green



Mining



• New Zealand will… • …twirl the world
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Zespri



Our solution



• April 2009: Published its carbon life cycle analysis: • Orchard operations make up 17% of total emissions for EU exports • Packhouse and Coolstore processes account for 11% of total emissions • Shipping accounts for 41% of total emissions • Repacking and Retailer emissions amount to 9% of total emissions • Consumer consumption and disposal comprises 22% of total emissions



• Less methane would mean healthier, higher yielding animals • We are leading a global research consortium to reduce methane • It will generate high value at home, scientific & other revenues overseas



• So big new ideas • E.g. kite powered ships save 22% of fuel bills



Our opportunity • 1 litre of milk = 940 gm of CO2 equivalent



16,000,000,000 litres = 15,040,000,000 kg of CO2 eq



Backlash against flying • …has begun - e.g. Heathrow protest • NZ: 7th in the world by departures per 1,000 people per year



• 15.04m tonnes of CO2 eq per year is not a waste product, a liability



It is a brilliant business opportunity… ..healthier cows and soil …more food
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Our opportunity • 1 person, 1 return flight London to Auckland = 5.5 tonnes of CO2 * • 2.4m tourists a year = 13.2m tonnes of CO2 * • 13.2m tonnes of CO2 is seen as an unavoidable waste product, a liability • It is also a brilliant business opportunity… • Air New Zealand’s goal: • 10% biofuels by 2013 • Flight tests so far of 50/50 blend of jatropha / Jet A1 show 1.2 % fuel



saving and 60-65% reduction in greenhouse gases



• (Only approx 30% of our tourisms travel so far…so this is purely illustrative. The carbon footprint of the entire



tourism sector will be a very complex calculation…one we need to make as soon as possible)
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Clean-tech opportunities



Resilience



• Lanzatech has attracted big venture capital backing • Ethanol from flue gases…Auckland company backed by Tindall & Khosla • Turns greenhouse gas liability into a profit



• Strategic resilience • “The Quest for Resilience” Gary Hamel • Harvard Business Review, www.hbr.com • A strategy that is forever morphing, forever conforming itself to emerging opportunities and incipient trends • An organisation that is constantly making its future …rather than defending its past • An organisation where revolutionary change happens in lightning-quick, evolutionary steps



Agenda • Crises • State of play • Seismic shifts • Paradox • New Zealand will… • …twirl the world



Farmhand, by JK Baxter You will see him light a cigarette At the hall door careless, leaning back Against the wall, or telling some old joke To a friend, or looking out into the secret night. But always his eyes turn To the dance floor and the girls drifting like flowers Before the music that tears Slowly in his mind an old wound open. His red sunburnt face and hairy hands Were not made for dancing or love-making But rather the earth wave breaking To the plough, and crops slow-growing as his mind. He has no girl to run her fingers through His sandy hair, and giggle at his side When Sunday couples walk. Instead He has his awkward hopes, his envious dreams to yarn to. But ah in harvest watch him Forking stooks, effortless and strong Or listening like a lover to the song Clear, without fault, of a new tractor engine
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We will…



We will… …twirl the world



…twirl the world



…on the dance floor of our beautiful and bountiful land



…on the dance floor of our beautiful and bountiful land
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